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STUOY OF THE AVERAGE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

OF TEMPERATURE IN THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE

By George Ohring and Joseph Mariano

GCA Corporation

SUMMARY

Theoretical computations of the vertical distribution of temperature

in the Martian atmosphere are performed with the use of a combined convective-

radiative equilibrium model. The model assumes that the Martian troposphere
is in convective equilibrium and the Martian stratosphere is in radiative

equilibrium. The height of the tropopause is a by-product of the computations.

Computations are performed for several physical models of the Martian atmos-

phere to allow evaluation of the effect of present uncertainties in such

parameters as carbon dioxide content, surface pressure, tropospheric lapse-

rate, surface temperature_ water vapor content, and distribution of absorbing

gas with height. On the basis of these calculations, a tentative model of

the average vertical distribution of temperature in the Martian atmosphere

is suggested. This temDeratule profile is based upon computations with an

asstur,ed surface pressure of 25 mb, carbon dioxide amount of 55 m STP, water

vapor amount of i0-3 prec. cm, adiabatic lapse-rate in the troposphere, and

surface temperature of 230°K. It is characterized by a tropopause at a

height of about 5 km and an upper stratosphere temperature of about 145°K

above 45 km. __7/_ __-wL._ _
INTRODUCTION

This final report covers research performed during the past six months

on the average vertic_l distribution of temperature in the Martian atmosphere.

The objective of this study is to derive estimates of the average vertical

temperature profile. Since available observational indications of temperature

refer only to the surface of the planet, the problem of estimating the vertical

temperature structure must be approached theoretically. In the present study,

a combined convective-radiative equilibrium model is used to compute the

temperature profile. Atmospheric composition and surface pressures are based

upon the recent observations of Kaplan, et al. *[i]. The Martian troposphere

is assumed to extend to that height - the tropopause - above _ich radiative

equilibrium leads to a stable lapse-rate. Thus, theMartian stratosphere is

assumed to be in radiative equilibrium and to have a stable lapse-rate. A

similar model [2] has been applied to the earth's atmosphere; the resulting

temperature distributions are in good agreement with the observed temperatures.

Thus, application of this model to the Martian atmosphere provides a reasonable

basis for estimating the average vertical distribution of temperature.

Numbers in [ ] throughout text indicate re_=_nce numbers.
I
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BACKGROI_D

The concept 3f using a convective-equilibrium troposphere and
radiative-equilibrium stratosphere :llodelto determine the variation of

temperature with altitude in the Martian atmosphere is not new. On the

basis of a rough computatzon of the thickness of a troposphere in adia-

batic equilibrium, l[ess[3] estimated the height of the Martian tropopause

to be about 45 km. With the assumed surface temperature of 273°K, the

temperature at the tropop=use is about ll3°K. By assuming radiative-

equilibrium for the upper atmosphere and a grey absorbing atmosphere i_

_lich absorption of solar radiation is negligible compared to absorption
of infrared radiation, he computed a temperature of about ]70°K for the

top of the atmosphere. Thus, Hess's computations suggested that the
temperature decreases at the adiabatic rate from 273 K at the surface to
ll3VK at the aropopause (45 km), increases with altitude from 45 km to

60 or 70 km, amd then remains constant at a value of 170°K. Goody [4],

using a theoretical model atmosphere characterized by adiabatic equili-
brium in the troposphere and radiative equilibrium above, obtailled a

tropeFause height of 8.5 km for an atmosphere with 2% by volume carbon

dioxide, and 25 km for an atmosphere with 10-2 cm of precipitable water.

In these computations absorption of solar radiation was neg]ected, and a

surface temperature of 270°K and pressure of 85 mb were assumed. In the

carbon dioxide model, the temperature decreases with altitude above the

tropopause co about 134°K above _0 km. In the water vapor model, the

stratospheric temperature decreases very little with altitude.

In a highly paramenerized theoretical model, Ohring and Cote [5]

investigated the variation of the height of the tropopause with different

assumptions on atmospheric composition, t_opospheric lapse-rate, and

surface temperature. The theoretical model assumed a linear lapse-rate

in the troposphere and isothermal conditions in the stratospLere. The

height of the tropopause was determined from the condition that the rate

of radiational temperature change at the tropopause level be zero - that

is, from a condition of local radiative equilibrium at the tropopause

level. The result_ of these computations are shown in Table i. With

carbon dioxide, _t a volume percentage of 2%, as the only absorbing gas,

the tropopause is located at i0 km. With 10-2 cm of precipitable water

vapor as the only absorbing gas, _he tropopause height is at 14 km. With

both gases present, the tropopause height varies slightly from 12 km to

13 km as the surface temperature varies from 243°K to 283°K. If a

tropospheric lapse-rate of 2.5°K/km is assumed rather than the adiabatic

value of 3.7°K/km_ the tropopause height is increased by about 4 km.

All computations were made with a surface pressure of 85 i,'_and with the

assumption of negligible absorption of solar radiation. Although the

model is highly parameterized, the variations of tropopause height _Tith

variations in atmospheric composition, surface temperature, and tropos-

1965018354-008
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pheric lapse-rate are probably qualitatively correct.

Because of the need for engineering model atmospheres for Mars,

several investigators have suggested various mean and extreme temperature

profiles. These profiles are based largely on assumptions of surface

temperature extremes, tropopause heights, exospheric temperstures, and

analogy with the earth's atmosphere° For example, Schilling [6] con-
structed three temperature profiles based upon surface temperatures of

200°K, 250°K, and 300°K, and corresponding tropopause heights ranging

from 26 km to I0 km. As we shall see later, the height of the tropopause

actually increases with increasing surface temperature. Adiabatic con-

ditions in the troposphere and isotherma_ conditions in ehe stratosphere

were assumed. Schilling also suggested a conjectural temperature profile

for the Martian atmosphere. This model is _ased essential]y upon specu-

lation on the possible role of ozone un th= Martian temperature profile

and on analogy with the Earth's atmosphere. In this model, the Martian

tropopause is located at 4 km. Above the tropopause, the temperature is

constant up to an altitude of 40 km, where it increases to 300°K at I00 _n.
Aside from the fact that ozone has not been detected in the Martian

atmosphere (the observed upper limit for oxygen is only 70 cm STP [!],

which suBgests a negligible amount of ozone - if any), Schilling's estimates

of its effect on the temperature structure are purely qualitative. In a

similar fashion, Evans and Wasko [7] have presented mean and extreme

models of the atmospheric temperature structure on Mars. To a large

extent, these are based upon assumed surface and exospheric temperatures,

qualitative theoretical reasoning, and analogy with the Earth's atmosphere.
These engineering models a_d others developed by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory and the NASA Manned Spacecraf + Center have been summarized by

Levin, et al. [8] .

Using the convective-equilibrium troposphere and radiative-

equilibrium stratosphere model, and procedures to be o_tlined in the next

section. Ohring [9] computed the average vertical temperature Qistribution
in the _'artian atmosphere for a surface temperature of 230°K, svr_ce

_ pressure of 85 mb, adiabatic lapse-rate in the troposphere, and 2% by

volume CO2 content (36 m STP). Atmospheric absorption of solar radiation

was neglected. The resulting temperature profile was characterized by a

tropopause at about 9 km and a stratosphere with temperature continuously
decreasiug with height.

Recent observations by Kaplan, et el. [i] indicate higher carbon
d_oxide amounts and _ower surface pressures on Mars than previously

observe_. In addit_ _, these observations were the first in which water

vapor was detected in the Martian atmosphere. It was, therefore, thought

desirable to compute the vertical temperature profile using this new in-
formation. In addition, it was thought desirable to perform computations

5
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for differe_it combinations of surface pressure and carbon dioxide content,

surface temperatures, and tropospheric lapse-rates, and also to include

the effect of atmospheric absorption of solar radiation on the temperature

profile. _Th.etheoretice! and _hysica! models, and the re_11t_ of such

computations are discussed in the next few sections.



THEORETICAL FORMULATION

Convective-Radiative Equilibrium Model

It is assumed that the most important processes controlling the vertical

temperature profile in the Mmrtian atmosphere are radiation and convection.

If information is available on the composition of a planetary atmosphere,-

it is possible to determine the radiative equilibrium temperature profile

for that atmosphere. For an atmosphere such as Mars' or the Earth's, the

radiative equilibrium, profile is characterized by super-adiabatic lapse-

rates in the 1oweot layers. Such a temperature distribution is not stable;

in the real atmosphere convection takes place and modifies such a tempera-

ture distrioution. The effect of convection is to produce a convective'-

-equilibrium laPSe-rate in the lower layers of the atmosphere .... th_ Earth's- 6

atmgsphere , in which water vapor condensation takes"piaee, the'lapse_rate

that i_ established in d_e iower layers is closer to the moist adiabatic
lapse-rate than to the dry adiabatic lapse-rate. In the Martian atmosphere,

in which water vapor is scarce, the lapse-rate that is established may be

close to the dry adiabatic lapse-rate, it is possible to account for this : : :
effect of convection in theoretical calculations ef the vertical temperature :

diStribution. Rather:than computing a pure radiative equilibrium temperature

,profile, one computes a temperatur_ profile that is characterizeo by _wo _
layers: a lower layer or troposphere in which the lapse-rate is equal to

_ the convective lapse-rate, and an upper layer or stratosphere that is_in

radiative equilibrium and in which the lapse-rate is stable.

The concepts discussed above can be carried oust as follows. Starting
with an ipitial isothermal atmosphere whose temperature is equal tO the
average Martian surface temperature,.,one computes the radlational tempera-

ture change rates as a function of altitude_ These rates are then applied
to the initial temperature @rofile for a unit time step to obtain a new

temperature profile. This process is continued until a temperature profile

is obtained for which the radiational rates of temperature change are negli-

gibly small. At each stage of the calculations, however, the temperature

profiles are checked for instability; if any layer has a lapse-rate greater

than the cenvective lapse-rate, the temperatures are brought back to the
convective lapse-rate prior to the next calculation of radiational rates of

temperature change. Throughout the computations: the surface temperature is

_eld constant. Within the limits of the theoretical formulation, the_final -_

temperature profile obtained from such calculations should be representative '_

of actual conditions in the Martian atmosphe,re.

u

r
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Infrared Cooling

Infrared cooling rates are determined from the divergence of the net

flux of infrared radiation with height, as computed with the aid of

Elsasser's [I0] radiation tables. A sample calculation, described in

Section 5, comparing carbon dioxide and :water vapor cooling rates, suggests

that infrared cooling in the Martian atmosphere is controlled by carbon

dioxide. Thus, only the 15_ carbon dioxide band is considered in the infra-

red cooling computations.

Following Elsasser's (1960) notation, the upward and downward fluxes : l

of radiation at any reference level can he written as

T

-_ F i" (0) o T 4_- R(u,T)dT : (i).

TO
7.

•. Jo :
-- j. j: : F $ (0) = R(u,T)dT +. R(uI,T)dT (2)q

_- _ e T I 0

_ere _-

R(u,T) := J (dBv/dT) [I - _F(U)]dv (3)_

_ where F _"(0) and F $ (0) are.the upward and dcwnward radiation fluxes at

: the reference level, _ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T is the ground
tempezature, u is the reduced carbon dioxide path length (_easured in cm

STPand increasing upwards and downwards from the reference level), T is
temperature, T_ is the temperature at-the top of the atmosphere-, T^ is the

temperature at-the reference level, uI is the reduced carbon dioxide path
length from the top of the_atmosphere to the reference level, B is the

- blackbody energy per unit spectral _nterval, and • is the flux transmiss- .,

_ ivity. Elsasser's [I0] radiatio6 tables list R as a function of log u and .

T. The integral in Equation (1) and the ,first integral in Equation (2)

follow the actual temperature-path-length relationship in the atmosphere; the

::_ second integral in Equation (2) is a boundary term; the integral in .. --
_-_ "Equation (3) extends over the wave number range Av covered by the gaseous

_, absorption band. The derivations of e_uations (i) and (2) are presented in
A ' Appendix A. -. _"
:i
;__ The net-flux at any level is giver by the difference between the' upward
_''I and downward fluxes.

_ _ ., Fnet(O)= F T (0) - F $ (0) (4)

........................ u ............... i-- -- _ ........._..........
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The radiational rate of temperature change can be obtained from the

vertica! divergence of the net flux

4F

AT _ __ ,let (5)
Lt c _p

P

where IIT/L%tis the radiational rate of temperature change for a layer of

pressure thickness £@, g is the acceleration of gravity, and c is the spec-
P

ific heat of the atmosphere at constant pressure.

; The atmospheric integrals in Equations (i) and (2) are computed numer-

ically by d_.viding the _tmosphere into n layers of constant pressure thick-

ness. In most cases, a 20-1ayer model is used. The temperature of each

layer is taken as the average of the temperatures at the base and top of the

layer and is assumed to apply at the mid-point of the layer. The reduced

:path lengths, except fo_ Ul, are measured from the reference level to the
mid-point of each layer" _ is measured from the reference level to the top

' L - dof the atmosphere. The boundary integral in _Equation (2) is also evaluate

- numerically with the use of 20 intervals and the trapezoidal rule. Elsasser's

R(u,T) table consists of values of R(u,T) tabulated at intervals of 10°C in

temperature and 0.3 or 0.4 in log u; linear interpolation is used to deter-

mine values.of R(u,T) between tabulated values. The surface temperature is

heid constant throughout the iteration process; the temperature at the top

of the atmosphere is li_learly extrapolated from the temperatures at the mid-

- _ point and base of the top-most layer of the model. The calculations are
continued until all of the radiational rates of temperature change - except

in the convective layer - are less than 0.05°K/day. t

f.

Solar Heating

Heating due to atmospheric absorption of solar radiation )# the near
infrared bands of carbon dio-_idc and water vapor is computed u_ing t_e

method of Roach [Ii], which is basedupon the experimental abs)rpti0n data

of Howard et al. [12]. Followi_g Roach [ii], the amount of solar energy --"
absorbed from a _ressure level p to the top of the atmosphere can be written
as

E = g I . cos _ A.1 Ol 1 _

./

_-- where I . is the intensity of solar radiation per wave number at the top ofOl
the atmosphere in the ith absorption band, $ is the solar zenith angle, A.

zs the absorptivity per wave number of the i£h band for the atmospheric l _

column extending from the top of the atmosphere to the pressure level p along

a slant path parallel to the _olar beam, and the surmnation extends over the ..

carbon dioxide and water vapor absorption bands. The heating rate at a

pressure level p can be de_ermined from
d

9
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k j

dA.
dT f__ z
--= cos _ _ loidt c i dp

P

The absorpti_,ity A. is a function of m (se¢ _), the amount of absorber in the

slant path throughJthe atmosphere, and p, the effective pressure of the

atmosphere above the level p, which, according to the Curtis-Godson approx-

immtion, is given by / p dm// dm. if the absorbing gas has a constant mix-
J J

ing ratio with altitude_ the effective pressure is simply the average pressure

of the atmosphere above the level p. One can write

dA. _A. -_A ii z dm dp

dp = _ dp + -_ dp

dA.

The values of --v- can be computed from the empirical equations of Howard et al.

[12], which rel_e A. to m and _ for the various bands. They present two. i
different absorptzon laws, which we rewrite slightly to apply to the present
problem of slant path absorption in a real atmosphere.

Wea_ absorption bands. _

A = c (msec _)½ (_)k:for A < A
_ C

Strong absorption bands

A = C + D log (m sec _) + K log p for A > A

where c, k, C, D, and K are empirically determined constants, and _c is the

critical value of the absorptivity at _ich the absorption changes from weak

to strong. The empirical constants for the carbon dioxide and water vapor

bands are listed in Table 2. These values are taken from Roach [_i]; the

values in parentheses have been altered from tLe original Howard et al. [12]

data as explained by Roach [ii]. These constants are appropriate for _
measured in n_n of mercury, and m in cm STP for carbon dioxide and in

precipitable cm for water vapor. To simplify the present computat±ons a

i value of k = 0.4 was assumed for all the carbon dioxide bands, and k = 0.3
for all the water vapor bands. For the small amounts of water vapor in the •

i Martian atmosphere, the weak absorption law applies to all the water vapor
bands.

_.ii The values of I tabulated in Table 2 are solar radiation intensities
a_ the top of the Martian atmosphere. Since, during an average day on Mars,

_. the sun shines one-half of the time, the average value of I is simply I /2.

,. ! The average value of cos _ is 0.5. These values are used i_ the computations
_ i of the average solar heating rates. The solar heating rates are computed for

the mid-points of each of the n layers into which the _tmosphere is divided.

,_ I0 .,
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Computational Techniques

The vertical temperature distribution for a given surface temperature
dF

and pressure is found when the resulting radiative flux divergence, dz is

zero throughout the radiative equilibrium layer. This temperature distribu-

tion is obtained numerically by dividing the atmosphere into n layers of

pressure [hickness _p (see Fig. i), and solving the finite difference

equation,

_T. __F.

l - -g _ + S. = 0 , (i=l,2,...,n) (6)
_t Cp Ap l

_T.
1 .

where _- is the rate of change of temperature at the mid-point of the i th

layer, z/F. is the net infrared flux at the upper boundary minus the net
infrared Zflux at the lower boundary of the i th layer, g is the acceleration

due to gravity, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and Si is the
solar heating rate for the ith layer. The pressure thickness Ap is always

taken as a positive quantity.

Equation (6) is solved by an iteration proced_ire. Beginning with an

initial temperature profile, (T_.T_,...,T), the upward and aownward

radiation fluxes at th_ boundar_esZof eac_ layer, Fu $ and Fk $ respectively,(k=l,_,...,n+l), are o_.tained by approximating Equations (i) and (2) in the

following manner. Each layer in the atmosphere has a reduced carbon dioxide

path length _u (i=l,2,...,n). The integral in Equation (i), where the
reference leve_ is the k th boundary, is approximated as,

T k-I

pg _-,
/ K(u, T)dT _ Ti)VT i (7)_, L R_ 'i'

T (kth boundary) i=l
O

is the reduced carbon dioxide path length between the kth bound-
where u_, i

ary and the mid-point of the ith layer, and VT i is the temperature at the
lower boundary minus the temperature at the upper boundary of the ith layer.

i i i

_ i _(Ti_l + Ti) _(Ti + Ti+l) = _(Ti_ I " Ti+l), i=2,3,...,

i n-l, :

VT. = T i
l g - _(TI + T2) ' i=l , (8)

.;_ i=n .Tn-_ Tn ,

J_

L
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Figure i. Schematic diagram ol division of the atmosphere into n

layers for numerical calculations.
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uk --auk_l+_'u__7 +...+L,%+l+_=u <9)

The first integral of Equation (2) is approximated as,

T (k th boundary) n

j R(u T)dT _ Z R(uk, i,TilvTl ' (i0)

l" 1 i=k

where VT. is given by (8) and,
1

_k,i --_ +a_k+l+ "" +_u.__l+ _I_%_ (ll)

The temperature at the top of the atmosphere, Ttop, is obtained by a linear
extrapolation of Tn and Tn. I.

The second integral in (2) is evaluated by integrating with the trap-

ezoidal rule from 73 degrees Kelvin to T . (This integration is perform-
O EOed from 7O°K rather tna__ from 0 K because _ll values of R used in this study

are equal to zero to three placeJ for T _ 73°K.)

T I 20

_'f R(Ulk'T)dt _ I R(Ulk'T_)VT_ (12)
o i=l

where u I is the reduced carbon dioxide path ]ength between the k th boundary

and the _op of the atmosphere,

u = _u k + Z_u_.+I + ... + _.u (13)
ik n '

(Tto p - 73) ::
T' = 73 + x i (i=l 2, 20) (14)I 20 ' "'"

_here

T' = T
20 top

and,

_(r{- 73) , i:l

_TTi = T! -X TPi-I , i=2,3 .... ,19 (15) ,

1 , L
7(T_O-T{9) , i:2o .!_

Therefcre, the net flux at the k th boundary is,

14 ,_

-
!



n 20
T-n -9

Fnet(k) --Fk? - Fk$ = cr14 \ R(Uk, T )Wr - d._)R(u ,T_)VT_. , (16)g ,/i _i, i i ik
i-i i=i

and the flux divergence of the ith layer is_

_F. = Fnet(i+l) - F (i) , (i:1,2 ..... n) (17)z net " "

For a given time interval _t/_ the change in temperature for each layer_ /-vT./,

is computed by multiplying the rate of temperature given by Equation (6) by l

.P',t_and the new temperature profile becomes_

T. = T. + _xT/. , (i=l,2,...,n) . (18)
l i l

Finally_ the differences between the temperature at each layer, T_I_ and the

adjacent upper layer_ T_+I_ are compared with the adiaba " " itze temperature lapse-

rat,,,to insure that no temperature differences exceed tlte corresponding adia-

batic temperature differences. If a temperature difference (say_ T_+ 1 - T'_)
does exceed the adiabatic temperature differenee_ the upper temperature, T_+I,
is replaced by the adiabatic temperature.

z:k

T* = T* Q Pi+1 \ 7i+l i Pi _ (19)

where Pi and Pi+l are the pressures at the mid-pointe of the ith and (i+l) th
layers respectively. This ends the iteration cycle_ and the new adiabatically

corrected temperature profile becomes the initial temperature profile of the

next cycle. The iteration process is continued until the rate of change of

temperatures at each layer_ (2_T4/f_t)_are less than .05 degrees per day. A

program which performs these calculations has been constructed_ and is ap-

pended to this report. After the first calculations_ the number of itezations

was considerably reduced by using as an initial temperature profile a guess

based upon the results of the first calculations. In these calculations_ the

quantities_ R(u_T)_ as defined by Equation (3)j varied from T = 73°K to

T = 300°K and from log u = -2 + .7 to log u = +2,7, Some of these values were

obtained from Elsasser'_ cables, [I0], and the remaining R's were computed by

evaluatillg _he integral of Equation (3) by Simpson's rule over the range,
v = 555 cm to 815 cm-I. dBv/dT is computed analytically from the derivative

of _he Planck function, The flux transmissivity, TF, is evaluated from the
equation,

_F(U,V,T)='_F[lOg u + log L(v,T)] (20)

15
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where L(_), the generalized absorption coefficient [i0] is obtained from

the equation,

log[L(v,T)] = log[Lo(V) ] + f_og[L(v,T)] (21)

Ii 293 i
4 6 x 10-4 (293-T) (v_670)2 + io_ T v < 670 cm

" - T _ '

log[L(v,T) ]= (22)

3 4 x 10-4 (293-T) (v_670)2 + log
293

T T ' P > 670 cm

and log[L (v)] is tabulated in Elsasser's report [I0]. !
O

The computeo values of R(u,T) differ from the measured values by a

correction factor, A/At, which is given in Elsasser's report [I0].
However, it was found Eo be more accurate to make this correction by multi-

plying the computed R's by the quantity C(u)/Cl(u) ' wher_ C(u) is the average

value of R for a given u, over the range T = 193°K to T ::300°K, obtained

from Elsasser's table for R (Elsasser, 1960), and CI(_ i_ the corresponding
average value of the computed R's.

These calculations have been programed as a second program, which is

appended to this report; values of R(u,T), for T = 73°K to 193°K,

log u = -2 + .7 to log u = +2.7 are shown in Table 3.

The iteration program, discussed above, calculates the temperature at

the mid-point of each layer, T_, as a function of p, thc pressure at that :

point. The resulting T-p coordinate system can be transformed to a temper-
ature-height, T-Z, coordinaue system as follows.

I. In the convective region, £ varies linearly with height according to

the con-.ective lapse-ra_e, _.

Therefore

T - T

Z. - z g (23)

In the radiative equilibrium region, the hydrostatic equation can be
be written as :'

dp = _ re_g_dZ (24)
P RT

where m _s the moiecular weight .)fthe atmosphere, and R is the univers'l

gas constant.
•

T can be written as _

r = Ti _(pi-p) (25)
V

16
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dT which is assumed constant between any two temperatures Ti and

where _Subds_.tutlng (25) into (24), we have
Ti+ I-

___ dZ (26)
: d_.p_= - .

--_ p K [Ti-_(Pi-P) ]

"- (Ti-Ti+l)- we find'

Integrating from Pi to Pi+l' and setting _ = (pi_Pi+l) -_

:: : Zi + R Ti'Ti+l) - Pi j: Zi+l _ i_Pi (pi_Pi+l)j 7n

- Appended=to this £eport is a program to perform these calculations

j: _ : ', n n ""

-

_t

f5 E

._

"- 2 15 ,_

"_ ,-L%-

%1

il 18,)

u ,j
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PHYSICAL MODELS

To compute the temperature distribution, physical models of the

atmosphere are required. These models specify the assumed atmospheric

composition, pressure, gravitational ac_eleraLion and surface temperature.

The amounts of absorbing gases, adiabatic lapse rates, and thermodynamic

constants are derived from the assumed physical models. Since there is

p_esently some uncertainty _n the actual physical model, computations are

performed for several physical models.

l

Composition and Surface Pressure

The assumed atmospheric compositions are based largely upon the

:" meas_Irements of Kaplan_ eta!. [I]. Their measdrements indicate that the

carbon dioxide mass Percentage in the Martian-atmosphere is 16%, the

surface pressure is 25 mb, and the total amount of water vapor is about

14_ precipitab._e water. B_cause of the uncertainties in their measure- :,

_ments,_ they also indicate two extreme atmospheres: CO2 mass percentage _/_ _'
equal to 7.5%, surface pressure equal to 40 mb; and CO2 mass percentage

equal to 60%, surfa_.e pressure equal to I0 mb. One other composition
model was used. This model is based upon the previous estimates of -_

composition and surface pressure; it assumes a CO2 mass percentage of
3.1%, and surface pressure of 85 mb. In all the models, it is assumed that

nitrogen is the only other gas in the Martian _atmosphere.

The mean molecdiar weight of each model_-atmosphere can be computed _
from

m - _mc02 _2 '-
2, ..

wher,. _. m- is the mean molecular weight, CO2 t,f/. is the mass percentage of " -

c02, N2 l_o is the mass percentage of nitrogen, mco 2 is the moIecuIar

_eight of C02, and mN2 is the molecular weight of nitrogen. :

:' The unreduced CO2 path length can be computed from

,,,= (co ° o2
where uI is the unreduced CO2 path length, CO2 M% is the mass percentage

of C02 , pg is the _Brtian surface pressure, _ is the Martian acceleration

19 %
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of gravity (373 cm/sec2), and OCO 2 is the density of carbon dioxide at
standard temperature and pressure (1.94 x 10-3 g/cm 3) .

In r_hose computations in which the effect of absorption of solar

radiation .bywater vapor is investigated, water vapor amounts ef 10-2
and 10-3 cm precipitable water are used.

In all computations except one, the absorbing gases are assJmed to

be uniformly distributed with height. In the comp_,,tations of infrared

cooling rates, a linear pressure correction (p/lO00, where p is the average
pressure in mb) iS applied to all path lengths to account for pressure

broadening of the abs_rptign lines. The pressure correction for the

= computations of solar heating rates is discussed ._.na previous section.
L ="

Thermodynamic Constants

"_ Th.e adiabatic relationship between temperature and pressure is given

by

,'y .. .-.

where T is tempgratt_e; p is pressure; 7 = c]c , the ratio of the specific

heat at constant pressure to the specific he_t vt constant vol_ne; and the

subscripts i and 2 refer to two different levels in the atmosphere. Both

7 and c (which is required for the computation of the rates of radiational

temperature change) depend mainly on atmospheric composition, although there
is also a slight variation of these parameters with temperature and pressure.

For a Martian atmosphere consisting of a mixture of nitrogen and carbon

di°xide_, 7"and cB can be determined from

_ 7 = (N2 MTo) 7N2 +•(CO 2 MT=) 7C02

and c = (N2 M%) c + (CO2 M%) c

i P PN2 PCO 2
," ! 7

: i

i The variation of 7 and c with temperature and pressure is so small that

_!_I it is sufficient to takePtheir values at some average temperature aud

_/ pressure for the Martian atmosphere. For all models except the'one
• with a surface temperature of 300°K, a temperature of 200°K-and pressure

. of I0 mb were use_ for the evaluatiOno of 7 and Cp. FOro the model with
! a surface temperature of 300 K, a temperature of 270 K rather than

_ _200°K was used for the evaluation of 7 and Cp. Values of 7 a_d Cp.for
_-i nitrogen and carbon dioxlde at these temperatures and pressures were

_obta._ned from Hilsenr,ath, et al. [I_,

_:_ 20
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The assumed physi£al models for which temperature profiles were

computed are summarized in Table 4. The reasons for investigating the

behavior of each of these physical models is discussed in the next section.

i

v
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TABLE 4

PHYSICAL MODELS USED IN COMPUTATIONS OF VERTICAL

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

Models in which Solar Heating is Neglected

Model ' '

Number pg (rob) Uco 2 (m STP) u_20 (prec. era) 7-I c (cal/g deg) T (OK)_/__ P

I 25 55 0 .281 237 230

2 85 36 0 .285 247 230

3 40 41 0 .284 243 220
4 I0 83 0 .269 205 230

5 25 55 0 .281 237 200

6 25 55 0 .278 240 300

7 25 55 0 .182 .237 230

8 25 55* 0 .281 .237 230

Models in which Solar Heating is Included

ModelNumber pg (mb) U_o 2 (m STP) 420 (prec. cm) 7-I c (cal/g deg)

9 25 55 0 .281 .237 230

I0 25 55 10-3 .281 .237 230
II 25 55 10-2 .281 .237 230

&,

In this model, the CO2 mixing ratio decreases by one order of magnitude

_, from the lowest atmospheric layer to the highest layer.

22
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RESULTS

The computed temperature profiles are presented in graphical form in

this section_ with the ratio of pressure to surface pressure and height as

the vertical coordinate. The height of the tropopause is indicated by a

short horizontal bar in the graphs. In Appendix B_ the computed temperatures

are tabulated as a function of pressure and height.

The first four figures illustrate the effect of different carbon dioxide

contents and surface pressures on the computed profiles. In these computa-

tions_ a surface temperature of 230°K and an adiabatic troposphere are assumed mI"
and solar heating is neglected. The four profiles are remarkably similar.

There is only a 4°K difference in the temperature of the highest layer_ with

the highest temperaturej i29°K_ occurring in the 10-mb model and the lowest

temperature_ 125°K_ in the 85-mb model. The similarity in the computed pro-

files is due to the fact that the infrared absorption is a function of the

product of the carbon dioxide content and the average pressure. In the four

models_ an increase in surface pressure is associated with a decrease in

carbon dioxide content. Thus_ despite the eight-fold variation in surface

pressure among the four models_ there is only about a factor of four difference

in the reduced path lengths_ with the 85-mb case having the highest and the
10-mb case thc lowest reduced path lengths. Apparently_ a factor of four in

reduced path length is not large enough to produce substantial changes in the

computed temperature profiles. The height of the tropopause varies slightly

among the four models_ being less than 7 km for the two higher pressure models

and greater than 7 km for the two lower pressure models. Thus_ both the

temperature in the uppermost layer and the height of the tropopause increase

slightly as the reduced carbon dioxide path length decreases by a factor of

four. However_ these variations are small and suggest that the Martian

tomperature profile is not particularly sensitive to the uncertainties in
present estimates of carbon dioxide amounts and surface pressures.

In the 10-mb case_ it was not possible to obtain a final temperature pro-
file in which all the rates of radiational temperature change were less than

0.05°C/day. The rate of temperature change is inversely proportional to the

pressure thickness of a layer. Thus_ to have achieved the criterion of

0.05°C/day in the 10-mb case_ in which each layer is only ½ mb thick_ wou] _

have required much greater accuracy in the computations of the fluxes of

radiation. The radiation tables and interpolation procedures used are appar-

ently not sufficiently refined to provide the required accuracy. Therefore_

a cut-off value of 0.1°C/day was used in the 10-mb case. If ten layers rather

than twenty layers are used in the 10-mb case_ it is possible to achieve the

criterion of 0.05°C/day. The computed final profile using ten layers and a

cutoff of 0.05°C/day is substantially the same as for twenty layers and a cut-

off of 0.1°C/day.

23
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Figure 2. Vertical distribution of temperature in the Martian

atmosphere (Physical Model i).
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To determine the effect of different surface temperatures on the tempera-

ture profile, computations were performed with the 25-mb model for two extreme

surface temperatures -- 200°K and 300°K. This temperature range should cover

average seasonal and latitudinal variations of Martian surface temperature.

The results of these computations are shown in Figures 6 and v. In the 200°K

case, the tropopause is at about 6 km; in the 300°K case, at about ]7 km. The

increase of tropopause height with incceasing surface temperature is in agree-

ment with results obtained previously with a simple model to determine tropo-

pause height in the Martian atmosphere [5]. This variation of tropopause
height with surface temperature suggests that the equatorial tropopause on

Mars may be significantly higher than the polar tropopause. Another interest-

ing feature of these two profiles is the fact that the temperatures of the

_ppermost layers -- l16°K in the 200°K surface temperature case and 151°K in

the 300°K surface temperature case -- are only about 35UK apart, despite a lO0°K

difference in surface temperature. The difference in temperature in a height-

for-height comparison is somewhat larger due to the fact that the hotter itmos-

phere (300°K surface temperature) is significantly thicker than the cooler
atmosphere (200°K surface temperature).

To investigate the effect of a possible sub-adiabatic lapse-rate in the
Martian troposphere_ calculations were performed with the 25-mb model for a

tropospheric lapse-rate equal to 0.65 of the adiabatic lapse-rate. The aver-

age tropospheric lapse-rate in the Earth's atmosphere is about 0.65 times the
adiabatic lapse-rate. It is established as a result of moist convection and

attendent release of latent heat of condensation. In the Martian atmosphere_

in which water vapor is scarce and clouds rarely occur_ a tropospheric lapse-

rate of 0.65 times the adiabatic is probably a limiting one for the average
tropospheric lapse-rate. The limiting lapse-rate in the other direction is

the adiabatic lapse-rate. Thus_ computations with these two lapse-rates

should bracket possible temperature profiles in the Martian a_1osphere. 'l_e
results of the computation with a sub-adiabatic lapse-rate are shown in

Figure 8. As one would expect_ the tropopause - at about 30 _n - is much

higher when the tropospheric lapse-rate is sub-adiabatic. Despite thJ_ large
difference in the height of the tropopausej the temperatures at any level do
not differ by more than 15°C from the adiabatic case to the sub-adiabatic case.

_ To znvestigate the effect of a non-uniform carbon dioxide mixLng ratio
_ i with altitude, computations were performed for a case in which the carbon

_i dioxLde mixing ratio decreases linearly from the lowest layer to the highest

_ layer by one order of magnitude. Such a vertical distribution might result

_' from the condensation of carbon dioxide in the upper Martian stratosphere.

%1 (The condensation temperature of carbon dioxide is 139°K at a pressure of
_: i mm of mercury). A surface pressure of 25 mb, total carbon dioxide content

_'I of 55 m STP_ and 10-1ayer model are used in this computation. The resulting
:: temperature profile is shown in Figure 9

_I The profile is characterized by an extremely |'igh and relatiw_ly sharp

tropopause at about 30 km and an upper _tratosphc_e temperature of 129°K. -

I Comparing this profile with those of physical models 1-4, it is quite obvious
that the temperature profill is more sensitive to the verticsl distribution
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v_ carbon dioxide than to the uncertainty of a factor of four_in pressure

corrected carbon dioxide path length. It was not possible to attain the

cut-off criterion of O.05°K/day for the radiative equilibrium region in

this cnmputation, possibly due to the relatively large curvature of the
profile in the vicinity of the tropopause, which would cause errors in the

linear interpolation schemes used in the computations. A cLt-off value of

0.1°K/day was, therefore, used in this computation. Even witl, this grosser

criterion, _he variabil_ty of the net flux of radiation with height is onlyof the order of 5 x ]0- of the net flux.

To investigate the effect of atmospheric absorption of solar rqdiation

o_ the temperature profile, calculations were performed with the 25-nb model

using three fissumpzions on absorbing constituents. In the first case, it

is assumed that only carbon dioxide (55 m STP) is present in the atmosphere;

in the second case carbon dioxide (55 m STP) and 10-3 cm precipitable water
vapor are present; and, in the third _ase, carbon dioxide (55 m STP) and

: 10-2 cm precipitable water are present. In Figure I0, the heating rates due

to carbon dioxide are compared with the heating rates due to water vapor_ _

For the amount of water vapor currently thought to be presen_ in the Martian

atmosphere _ _ 10-3 prec. cm - the water vapor heating rates are at least

one order of magnitude lower than the carbon dioxide heating rat=_. Even

with 10 -2 prec. cm of water vapor, the water vapor heating rates are signifi-

cantly lower than the:carbon dioxide heatin_ rates. Thus, onewould expect

the effect of carbon dioxide heating on the temperature profile to be much

greater than the effect of water vapor heating. This is borne out by the
l

eomputed temperature profiles, which are shown in Figure ii. For the case

of carbon dioxide alone _(profile 9) the temperatures at the top of the atmos-

phere ere almost 17°K higher than in the similar model in which absorption of

solar radiation is neglected. With carbon dioxide and 10-3 prec. cm of water

vapor (profile I0), the temperatare is further increased - but only by about

2°K at the top of the atmosphere. With carbon dioxide and 10-2 prec. cm of

water vapor (profile Ii), there is an additional increase of a few degrees.
Thus, inclusion of heating due to absorption of solar radiation by carbon

dioxide adds almost 17°K to the temperatures computed with a model that

neglects solar heating. The combined effect of heating due to carbon dioxide

and 10-3 prec. cm of water vapor is to raise the upper stratosphere tempera-

tures by about 20°K from their values in a model that neglects solar heating.

Inclusion of solar heating also reduces the height of the tropopause.

Al_hough, for clarity_ only omtropopause is indicated in Figure ii, at about

5 km, the actual height of the tropopause is about 5 km for the carbon dioxide
case and for the_carbon dioxide plus I0- 3 prec. cm of water vapor case, and

about 4 km for the carbon dioxide plus 10-2 prec. cm water vapor case. These

values are 2 to 3 km less than in the corresponding case in which solar _

heating is neglected. +_

Based upon present indications of carbon dioxide and water vapor content,

surface pressure and surface temperature, it is suggested that profile I0 in

Figure II be used _s a tentative estimate of t_e average vertical distribution

of temperature in the Martian atmosphere.
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All the comFuted profiles are presented in one diagram in Figure 12.

This diagram illustrates the spread in temperature and tropopause heights

ebtained ,_ith the different models. For clarity only an average tropopause

height is indicated fo_ profiles I-4 and for profiles 9-11. The he/ght

scale on this diagram corresponds to profile 7, which is the sub-adi_baLic

case. The extreme profiles are the ones with surface temperatures of 200°K

and 300°K, suggesting that, of the parameters investigated, the surface

temperature has the greate_effect on the computed temperature profile.

In all the computations_ it was assumed that the effect on the tempera-
tore profile of infrared cooling due to water vapor could be neglected. This

assumption was based upon comparison of the magnitudes of infrared cooling

rates for carbon dioxide and water vapor. Inflared cooling _ates were
computed for two water vapor amounts --10 -2 prec. cm and I0- prec. cm --and

one carbon dioxide amount - 55 m STP --for an isothermal atmosphere with a

temperature of 230°K and surface pressure of 25 mb. For these low water

vapor amounts, Elsasser's [i0] table of R (u, T) had to be extrapolated to

lower path lengths. This extrapolation was performed by simply extending

Elsasser's values graphically. Thus, the resulting water vapor cooling rates

are somewhat uncertain. However, for the present compariscn, tb_y are prob-

ably of sufficient accuracy. The results of these computations are she n in
Table 5. The average carbon dioxide cooling rate Jg about 2.5 times the

average water vapor cooling rate for the large war _ vapor amount and about

8 times greater in the case of the smaller water ap_r amount. It should be
remembered that the smaller water vapor amount - 19- prec. cm - is probably

the actual amount in the Martian atmosphere, r hermore, the ratio of the

carbon dioxide cooling rates to the water vapo: _oling rates is even higher

in the upper layers of the atmosphere. Since t,, te_-;e ature profile in the

upper part of the atmosphere is concrolled by radi_:6_oe_ w:, in the lower

atmosphere it is limited to the convective !apse-rate_ tn_ __ _ thet the

carbon dioxide cooling rates are so much greater than tbe _,T_t,,rvapor cooling

rates suggests that inclusion of infrared cooling due to water vapor would

have a negligible effect on the computed temperature profile. Verificatio_

of this reasoning must await actual computations that include the effect ol

infrared cooling due to water vapor.

Possible diurnal variations in the Martian temperature profile have not

been studied in the present research program. The observations of Martian

surface temperature suggest values as high as 100°K for the diurnal tempera-

ture range at the surface. A complete solution to the problem of day-night
variations in the atmospheric temperature profile requires consideration of

the non-steady state case and must include the effects of eddy transfer of

heat from the Martian surface to the atmosphere. Unfortunately, nothing is

5_ known about eddy exchange coefficients for the Martian atmosphere. A pre-

_ vious study [5] indicates that the height at which the amplitude of the

diurnal temperature variation reaches one-tenth of its surface value ranges
from I km to I0 km depending upon the assumed coefficient cf eddy thermal

conductivity. A complete model of the diurnal variation of the temperature "

: profile should include both the effects of radiative and turbulent heat •

transfer mechanisms.
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Figure 12. Vertical distributions of temperature in the Martian

atmosphere for all physical models (height scale

computed with use cf temperature distribution of sub-

adiabatic Model 7).
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TABLE 5

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED INFRARED COOLING RATES (°C/DAY)-- FOR
CARBON DIOXIDE AND WATER VAPOR

(Isothermal Atmosphere at 230°K; pg = 25 rob)

p (mb) CO2 (55 m STP) H20 (10-2 prec. cm) H20 (10 -3 prec. cm)

23.75 0.8 1.4 0.6

21.25 0.9 i.3 0.4

18.75 1.0 1.4 0.5

16.25 i.2 I.3 0,4

13.75 1.4 1.4 0.5

11.25 1.7 1.4 0.5

0,75 2.2 1.5 0.4

6.25 3.4 1.5 0.3 i

3.75 5.9 1.4 0.4

i.25 13.8 i.I 0.4 o
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The effect of horizontal transport of heat on the average temperature

profile in the Martian atmosphere should be small. Such transports should

act mainly to reduce tbe temperatures of a radiative equilibrium tempel,_ure

profile computed for the Martian equatorial region and to increase the tempera-

tures of a radiative equilibrium profile computed for the Martian polar re-

gions. The planetary a'erage vertical temperature profile is probably close

to the one computed here. The average Martian equatorial and polar tempera-

t_re profiles may also be close to those computed here f_r the models with

surface temperatures of 300°K and 200°K, respectively, because these surface

temperatures may be close to the actual surface temperatures and, hence,

already include the effect of horizontal heat transport. (It should be re-

membered, however, that the temperature profiles computed with the 300°K and

200°K surface temperatures neglect solar heating; as we saw in the models in

which solar heating was included, the stratospheric temperatures a_e increased

when this effect is included.)

|
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CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of a combined convective-radiative equilibrium model,

vertical temperature profiles for the Martian atmosphere are computed for

a :lumber of physical models. The model assumes a radiative equilibrium

stratosphere overlying a convective equilibrium troposphere. The computations

indicate that the present uncertainty in the Martian surface pressure

(estimates of surface pressure range from I0 mb to 85 mb) and carbon dioxide

amount (36 m STP to 83 m STP) do not appreciably affect the computed tempera-

ture profile, which is characterized by a tropopause at about 7 km and upper

stratosphere temperatures of 125°K to 130°K.

An analysis of the effect of different assumed surface temperatures

reveals that a 100°K difference in assumed surface temperature -200°K versus

300°K --leads to enly a 35°K difference in computed temperature fo_ the upper

atmospheric layers. The height of the tropopause varies from 17 km for the

300°K surface temperature to 6 km for the 200°K surface temperature.

Computations with two different convective lapse-rates -the adiabatic

lapse-rate and 0.65 times the adiabatic lapse-rate --which are probably

extreme values for the average tropospheric lapse-rate on Ma_s, lead to tempera-

ture profiles that do not differ by more than 15°K at any level. However,

the height of the tropopause increases to about 30 km for the sub-adiabatic

lapse-rate.

The effect of a variable carbon dioxide mixing ratio with altitude is

aralyzed with the aid of a model in which the carbon dioxide mixing ratio

decreases linearly from the lowest atmospheric layer to the highest by one

order of magnitude. The total amount of carbon dioxide is maintained it 55 m

STP. The computed height of the tropopause is about 30 km. An upper stratos-

phere temperature of about 129°K is obtained. This result suggests that the
vertical temperature profile is more sensitive to a possible vertical variation

of carbon dioxide mixing ratio than to variations in total carbon dioxide re-

duced path length arising from present uncertainties in total carbon dioxide ,_
amount and surface pressure. _! --

Inclusion of the effect of atmospheric absorption of solar radiation _

raised the upper stratospheric temperatures about 20°K above the values com-

puted with a model that neglects solar heating. The height of the tropopause

is reduced by about 2 km to a height of 5 km.

A sample calculation comparing carbon dioxide and water _apor infrared '_cooling rates suggests that infrared radiative transfer due to water vapor

can be neglected in computations of the temperature profile, if the total
amount of water vapor is of the order of I0-_ prec. cm or less.
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£

,. For present uncertainties in the correct physical model to be used for

r the Martian atmosphere, the results indicate that the computed temperature

" profiles show-_elatively little variability. Although the-height ¢f the

gropopause varies considerably from model to model, the vertical temperature
prcfile is not particularly sensitive to these variations since t_ e lower-

s'tratospheric temperature lapse r=tes are not too different from the tropos-

.: pheric _ap_e-rates. This situation is completely different 2rom that prevail-
in_.in the Earth's atmosphere_ wher# there is generally a large change"in

!- the lapse-rate at th_ tropopause.

_'_ " :.A tentative mcd_l-of the average vertical distribution of temperature

!_i _ _in the _mrtian atmosphere is suggested. This temperature profile is based
upon computations _with an assumed surface pre sure of 25 mb, carbon dioxide

' nmount of 55 m_,STP_ water vapor amdunt of i0-J prec. cm,_adiabatic lapse-rate

_-_ in-the troposphere, and surface temperature of 2300K. The effect§, of infrared :

_:_' -- cooling due to carbon dioxide_and solar heating due)to carbon-dioxide and

_ - wate_ vapor are censidered. The.s_ggested temperature profile (profile I0,:
2-_ _ "Figure ii) is characterized by a tropopause at a height of about 5 km. In- =
._ the Martian stratosphere, the temperature continues to decrease with'height . :_
:"°_ toa value of about 145°K above 45_km. _
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR UPWARD

AND DOWNWARD INFRARED RADIATION FLUXES

The downward and upward fluxes of infrared radiation at an atmo3pheric

level u can be written as (see_ for example 3 Reference AI)
O

-- uI

F . O_F(u-Uo)
F$ _(Uo) =j dye/ Bv _u du (AI) :

AV u 0 r
z 5

, U
0

: : : _FT (Uo) Bv TF (uo) dv + u Bv _u du dv (A2)
: AV g AV o

2.

where u. is the reduced path-leng,th increasing up_:ards from a value of zero

at the ground to uI at the top of t-heatmosphere_ v is wave-number_ B is the
51ackbody flux per unit spec£ral _nterval:. the subscript g refers to tg.e

ground_ and TF is the flux transmissivity per=unit spectral interval. The
spectral integration extends over an atmospheric absorption band. =

I

Integrating tile second integral in £quation (AI) by parts_ we have

u 1 : u 1

/. '_ (U-Uo) Ul / dB

__Z
B &'F du = IBv _F (U-Uo) I " du _F (U'Uo) du (A3)
v du u

U- O U

Since_ in the atmosphere_ u is a function of T3 we can write :,

d d dT

u = u(T) and du _T _uu

Therefore 3 Equation (A3) can be Written as '-' :: '

ui" . _:"_.",':

d-CF(U-Uo) " T1 .]_T1 dB _ "

J/ vB ,j_ ---'Y" XF (u dT (A4) -_::_B du I _F (u-uo) IT du -uo) _ :v du o
U T _ ""

" o o

_. ,_ .._ _,.-,
tl J _ :5 A
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Define a function

dBv (T)

q(u,T) F dt= _F (u) dv (A5)
Av

Substituting (A4) and (AS) into (AI), we find

r TI TI

T

: A\V o TO

Equation 6) can be written as

_,%)---_f_ _)_-_o)_v+f _ %)_o)_
: Av " Av
L

i * 2

' / (u-uo,T) CA7)! + Q dT-i _-

: I T

! Making use of the definition of Q: we can write

? 1 : =. T.
1

_ _ dT dv
- B(Ti) _'F [u (Ti)] dv : _F [u(Ti)]J dt -

: 1

- =/ Q'[u(Ti):T] dT (A8)
O

where T. is the temperature at the level u(Ti).

i Substituting (AS) into (A7), we have
, - TI _ . TO

F_%)---J Q (ul-Uo,_)d_+J Q (0,_)d_
O O

-p TI

: +J Q (U-Uo,T) dT (A9)
T

_ O
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Without any loss of Eenerality u can be replaced by zero. Equation (A9)o
can be re-written as

T T 1O O

F f /F$ (Uo) = . Q (0,T) dT 4 Q (u,T) dT + Q(uI,T) dT (AI0)

o To T1

The function R (u_T) is defined by the following expressioas:

dB

Q (u.T) = d-T - R (u..T)

dB TF(U) ]R (u;T) = dT tl - dv (All)

Av

Substituting (All) into (AI0) we find

To - T 1

o T ,
: O

O

+/ [d_ - R (uI_T)]dTJ (AI2)

T 1

Equation (A12) reduces to

F$ (_0)= - /'OR (0,T) JT - R (u,T) dT - R (uI,T) dT (AI3)

o T o _ T1

Since R (0_T) is zero_ we obtain

To - TI ] '_F_ (0)=f R (u3T) dT +/ R (uI_T) dT (AI4)

TI o 1

Equation (AI4) is used in the co_ution of the downward infrared radiation fluxes.

h7
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The equation for the upward flux of radiation_ (A2)_ becomes_ after int,-

gration by parts and making T the independent variable_

T

F �(Uo)_!Bv TF (Uo) dv + Bv _F (Uo-U) dr]
A v g Av T

T g

o dB

-j dTV -,F (uo-u) dT (AIS)
T
g

Substituting Q (u_T) into Equation (AIS)_ we obtain
T T T

g o ng

F_ (Uo) =/ Q (Uo,T) dr +/ q (0,r) dT "_i/ q (Uo,T) dT
O O O

T
O

-f Q (Uo-U,T) dT
T
g

O O

=j Q (o,T) d_ - Q (Uo-U,_) dr (A16)
o T

g

Again 3 without 10ss of generality_ u can be taken as zero and u can now be !
assumed to increase downwards from t_e reference level. Rewriting (A16)_ we

_ have

0 0

F_ (o)=f Q (o,T) aT-f Q (u,T) dT (AI7)
o T

' g

?

__. Substituting R (u,T) into (AIT)..we find

"i T T

_I F* (o) =j _- R (0:T) dT - _ - R (u,T) dT (AI8)

_ 48
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Since R (0_T) equals zero_ (AI8) reduces to

T
g

F _,(0) =: B -/ R (u_T) dr (AI9)
g d

T
O

4
Since B is equal to _T _ where _ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant_ we obtain

g g

T

F_ (0) --_r 4 FgR (u_r) dr (A20)
g

T
O

Equation (A20) is used for computing the upward fluxes of infrared radiation.
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APPENDIX B

TABLES OF COMPUTED TEMPERATURES

The tropopause level is indicated

by a short arrow. _Laracteristics

of each physical model are given
in Table 4.
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Model i Model 2

p(mb) T (OK) Ht (km) p (mb) T (OK) Ht (km)

• , ' I %" • ...... _ ........

25.0 230 0.00 85.0 230 0.00

24.4 228 0.45 _2 9 228 0.47

23. I 225 i.3 78.6 225 i.4

21.9 222 2.3 74,4 221 2.4

20.6 218 3.2 70. I 218 3.4
I

19.4 214 4.2 65.9 214 a 5

18. I 210 5.3 61.6 210 5.6

16.9 206 6.4 -_ 57,4 206 6.8

-_ 15,6 202 7,6 53, i 201 8,0

14.4 197 8.8 48.9 197 9.3

13.1 194 ]0. I 44 6 193 10.6

11,9 1.89 11,5 40 4 189 12 1

i0,6 185 13. i 36 1 185 13,8

9.4 181 14.8 31 9 180 15_6

8.1 176 16.7 27 6 175 17.6

6.9 171 18.9 23 4 171 19.9

5.6 165 21.4 19 I 164 22.5

4.4 159 24.5 14 9 158 25.7

3.i 150 28.4 I0.6 149 29.7

i.9 143 34.0 6.4 140 35.5

0.6 128 45.0 2.i 124 46.9

...... i .....

m

r
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Model 3 Model 4
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"T

S

Model 5 Model 6-
?

g

p (rob) T (OK) H_ (kin) p (mb) T(°K) Hi'.(kin) :-_-

a2

25.0 -_' 200 O. O0 25.0 300 . O0 '

24.4 I99 O. _-0 24.4 298 O. 59
23. I 196 I.2 23. I 294 i.7-

21.9 19L : - 2.0 21. 9_ 289 3.0 i"•

20.6_= 189 "' 2.8 -'20.6 _ 284 : 4.2 _" : -_

: ,. 19.4 !86 3.7 19.'4 279 c_ 5-5 _ ,, "-J
_' I_.I 183 4.6 18:1 274 . 6.9

-_ 16.9 179 5.6 16.9 269 8.4

15.6 : 176 6,6 15.6 263: 9.9

: 14.4 173 _ 7.7 14.4 : 257 : 11.5 "
¢ 13, i : 170 8.9 13. i 251 • 13- 2 : -

ii. 9 : "" :166 I0. i II. g 244- 15.i : : _-
i0.6 = 163 ii.4 _" -_ lO.b . 236 17.1 _,

9.4 '" 159 .i3_0 9.4 ;-229 19.3 ,,J

8.1 155 : 14.6 8.1- _ 22_ _ 21.7

6.9 151 '16.5 6.9 214 24, 4

5:.6 14'6 18.8 ..5.6. 204 27.5 _:

4.4 140 21.5 4.4 196 31.3. • " "

3.i 132 2Z:.9 3.I 183 36. i ....

1.9 127 _ 29.9 1.'9 171 42.8 -: _ -_

: 0.6 ' " 116 39.8 0.6 :, 151_ 55.9 _ '_

..... :_ .:.
_ 2

J j _'"
& -_

; L

f

. t -

0)
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Model 7 Model 8

.,I 1,3
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Model 9 Model i0

-i

p(mb) T(°K) Ht (km) p(mb) T(°K) Ht (kin)
l

25.0 230 0.00 25.0 230 0.00

24.4 228 0.45 24.4 228 0.45

23. I 225 I.3 23. i ; 225 I.3

21.9 222 2.3 : 21.9 222 2.3 :

20.6 _ 218 3.2 20.6 218 3.2

: 19.4 214 4.2 19.4 214 4.2

--_ 18.1 210 5 3 -* 18. I 210 5.3
16, 9 206 b. 4 10.9 207 6.4
15.6 : 203 7.6 15.6 204 7.6

14.4 200 8.8 14.4 201 8.9
13. i 197 i0. i 13. I 197 10.2

ii.9 193 ii.6 ii. 9 194 II.6

i0.6 190 13.2 i0.6 191 13.2 :

9.4 186 15.0 9.4 181 15.0

8. i 182 16.9 8. i 183 17.0
6.9 i77 19.2 6.9 179 19.3

5.6 173 21.8 5.6 174 21,9

4.4 167 25.0 4.4 169 25. i
3.i 161 29.2 3. i 163 29.3

i.9 _ 154 35.2 i.9 155 35.4

0.6 146 47.4 0.6 147 47.8
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Model II

p (rob) T (OK) Ht (km)

........ ,i

7

25.0 230 0.00

24.4 228 0.45

23. I 225 i.3

21.9 222 2.3

20.6 218 3.2

-_ 19.3 214 4.2

18. I 211 5.3

16.9 208 6.4

15.6 205 7.6

14.4 202 8,9

13. i 199 i0.2

ii.9 196 ii. 7

i0.6 192 13.3

9.4 189 15.1

i 8.i 185 17. i

6.9 182 19.4
5.6 176 22. I

! 4.4 171 25.3
3. i 165 29.6

i.9 158 35.8

0.6 150 48.4

m

i
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APPENDIX C

PROGRAM TO CALCULATE R(log u, T) FOR CARBON I_IOXIDE

Source Deck, Input Fo_at and Co_ents.
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V

APPENDIX E

PROGRAM TO CONVERT PRESSURE TEMPERATURE COORDINATES
TO HEIGHT TEMPERATURE COORDINATES

Source Deck, Input Format and Comments.
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